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Throughout my college career, internships have given me amazing hands-on          

experiences, but the most defining aspects of my early career were the connections             

made outside of school and work. Below I’ve list some great ways to not only build                

your portfolio but also connect with excelling leaders in your field. 

 

Conferences: 

 

The opportunity to connect with peers and professionals in your industry is            

something to always take advantage of. As I’ve participated in various events –             

from marketing, sales, consulting and finance conferences, I’ve met, befriended and           

learned from many brilliant individuals. From chatting with Forbes 30 under 30            

nominees to C level professionals, connecting with an array of crowds have given             

me new insight to becoming a better marketer as well as led me to new mentors                

and peers in the marketing industry. Conferences have not only sparked friendships            

from different sides of the country but have also led me to internship opportunities              

and new industry insights. 

 

Events like Marketing EDGE Student Summit exemplify how participating in a           

network beyond proximities provide fresh perspective as I have worked on side            

projects with new friends in New York and California, reconnected with other            

Summit participants through a shared internship at Facebook and introduced to           

friends-of-friends during my study abroad in Berlin. Although I participated in the            

Summit two years ago, the friendships I’ve made have continually grown, as we all              

stay connected through social media. 

Industry-relevant events 

As a marketer focused on the technology industry, I value learning outside my             

scope. I’ve done so by participating in monthly hackathons as it has given me the               

opportunity to grow beyond the business perspective and into product creation. 

A hackathon gathers programmers, designers and tech enthusiasts to create a new            

product, explore new ideas and collaborate over a short period of time, usually over              

a weekend.  

https://www.marketingedge.org/about-us/marketing-edge-video
http://findyouredge.marketingedge.org/students/marketing-programs/collegiate-summit
http://findyouredge.marketingedge.org/students/marketing-programs/collegiate-summit


I find hackathons fascinating because it allows me to get in the minds of developers               

and understand the technical aspects before the marketing and sales process.  

Although hackathons may not cater towards everyone, having an industry of           

interest and actively attending its community events will enrich your understanding           

beyond a professional perspective but also the personal side of each industry.  

For example, if you’re interested in fashion, attending shows and meetups could            

broaden new inspirations and opportunities. Often times, these stories make great           

conversations and interview answers as you’re able to show your genuine interest            

in the role both on the professional and personal aspects. 

Another way students can learn about their industry of interest is through career             

panels like the Marketing EDGE Student Career Forums, through this event,           

students are introduced to various companies that focus on marketing. By gaining a             

first-hand perspective on what it’s like to work in that company, students are able              

to personally establish connections with potential employers and team members. 

Studying Abroad 

As a marketer, gaining perspective outside my bubble helps me think creatively. I             

studied in Berlin for 5 months last year and Hong Kong for 6 month the following                

semester, working and studying abroad has broadened my consumer knowledge.          

For example,  

Who would have known that Germans are more sensitive over data           

privacy than Americans? Because of this, social media usage is not           

as common as other countries. 

Cultural values like these alter advertising practices thus shift how marketers           

approach their strategies and audience. In all, living abroad has been very eye             

opening from a marketer’s standpoint and I highly recommend it. Concluding this            

thought, applying for scholarships is a great way to fundraise your time abroad. I              

was able to do so through the Marketing EDGE Scholarship. 

Seen through other means of professional and personal development like attending           

conferences, participating in industry-events and studying abroad, your college         

career is full of opportunities to branch out, so go out there and try something new. 

http://findyouredge.marketingedge.org/students/marketing-career-resources/career-forums
http://findyouredge.marketingedge.org/students/marketing-scholarships

